Early Years Foundation Stage Curriculum Overview
Autumn 1 2021 – Getting To Know You
Year Communication and Language
R















Talking and listening to
each other about our
families, what we enjoy
and don’t like
Listening and talking
about stories linked to
author focus, with
familiar settings and
linked to the children’s
interests
Author Focus: Julia
Donaldson

Year Maths
R

Physical Development








Getting changed and
dressed independently for
PE
Funky Fingers
Playground games
Jumping and stretching in
PE
Starting to take
responsibility for personal
hygiene
P.E: Multi-skills - Balance
P.E: Multi-skills – agility
and coordination

Understanding the world
Recognising numbers
1–5
Counting different
objects up to at least
10
Using language
‘more’ and ‘less’
Recognising and
naming some 2D
shapes
Comparing, sorting
and matching








Drawing maps of the
classroom and the stories.
Welly walks to learn about
Autumn
Looking at different types
of jobs in fiction and real
world
Harvesting the vegetables
in the allotment
Exploring the conservation
area
Begin to compare stories

Personal, Social and Emotional
Development
 Understanding their own and
others feelings linked to
starting school and other
new beginnings
 Learning skills to overcome
fears, help others solve
problems and calm down
 Thinking about feelings of
characters in stories and how
they deal with problems

Literacy
 Reading stories linked to interests
 Writing names
Phonics:
 Phase 1 Phonics from Letters and
Sounds
 Learning how to listen to different
sounds
 Recognising words that start with
the same sound when spokenalliteration
 Recognising words that sound the
same i.e. rhyme
 Phase 2 Phonics

Educational Visits and
Visitors
Harvest Festival
 Welly Walks with
Year 6 buddies
Investigating foods at
harvest time such as
 Trip to post office
apples, berries and
 Police visitor to
pumpkins
school
Big ideas:
 Local walk
Why is the word ‘God’
around Wickham
so important to
 Staff visits
Christians?
Why do Christians put
on nativity plays at
Christmas?
Nativity Performance

Expressive arts and design Religious Education








Junk modelling
Finger painting and
hand painting
Developing tool
skills of using
scissors, hole
punch, staplers
Using playdough to
develop the skills
of moulding and
shaping
Singing and
dancing









